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the photography section is awesome. most of the photographs are as close to reality as possible. you
can either find the pictures that are taken just in the frames, or images that are so famous, world
wide (e.g. the sahara desert). basically, it is a common photography section. the pictures are not
purely to represent the event or topic, but to show the actual event as it happens. additionally, it

often showcases the actual people who are involved in the event (the readers reaction will make you
proud of the article ). the cost-benefit section is what they call as how to operate the magazines. this
is the section they recommend their readers to pay for the magazine, rather than to buy individual

articles. the articles that are linked to the events they are discussing, rather than deviating from the
discussions. the articles are present in the pages of their appropriate sections. the reader can find
that information anywhere in the magazine. you will get to the conclusion that the analysis is on

topic (even the parts that are not related to the event). overall, we have to appreciate the editorial
team of safari magazine. one of the things that made the magazine different was the fact that they
worked hard to bring something new in the magazine. the most important thing is that they do not
deviate away from their main topics. its not uncommon at all that an old man or women have taken

over the world, but what matters is how the world reacts to it. yes, they will have their own individual
and personal view of things. but still, they will try to keep the learning from these things. otherwise,

our whole world would seem to be the same.
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